My story is one with a focus on the future. From a turbulent childhood, Daya helped me find comfort, safety, and hope. At the age of 25, I was finding it difficult to navigate my family life, work life, and relationships. Life at home was never a walk in the park. I am a generally anxious person, and it made me nervous to even think that I would maybe share what I had been through with a stranger. But at the time, I felt like I was lacking people to confide in, especially in the isolation of the global pandemic.

I learned about Daya from my mom who was already receiving counseling here. There was an obvious shift in her outlook every time she came back from a session, and I thought that if Daya could help her, I would be doing myself a disservice if I didn’t at least try to do the same for myself.

A few weeks later I reached out and started counseling where I was allowed a safe space to share my story of growing up witnessing abuse and discuss healthy coping mechanisms. I was nervous about reaching out, but everyone who I talked to at Daya made me feel comfortable throughout the entire process. So much so that I would feel a burden being lifted after many sessions just because I had someone who was really listening. Even beyond just listening, Daya provided me with the tools and confidence to deal with my obstacles.

Often, I am so overwhelmed, it’s hard to see the task at hand for what it is. Daya helps me recognize these issues and get an objective view of the situation.

Daya has made life feel digestible for me and the people who know me best know that I am a much happier person today than I was when I first started receiving services at Daya.

They have also helped me celebrate the many things that give me joy like writing and performing poetry, building keyboards, and playing with my dog, Rumi.

Mental health is such a controversial topic in the South Asian community. So many of us refuse help because we are afraid of the societal consequences, but we are all human. We are social beings and not equipped to deal with every one of our problems alone. There is no shame in getting help, and Daya has been that help for me.

–Sahib, Houston, TX 2023